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From
the left
or
the right

Equipment...

Features…

Circle 2,50 m diameter marked on the
ground

The rider can enter the difficulty in saddle or hand; in
this case the stirrups must be raised or crossed.

- 1 red flag and white flag.
or
- 1 red pennant.
- 1 white pennant.
In this case, the flags that delimit the
entrance door are positioned tangent to the
circle and diametrically opposed.

From the moment the horse has a foot in the circle,
the rider has 15 seconds to perform his mount.
The judgment of the mount starts when the rider
raises one foot off the ground in order to put on his
stirrup.
From this moment the horse must not move a single
foot.
The mount is considered finished from the moment
when the rider has put on both stirrups.

- 1 number
- Marking equipment: sand, paint, etc
- 1 stopwatch.

Objective : Mounting from the left or the right
Ride the horse without moving any of these four legs.

Effectiveness faults…

Style faults...

Before the difficulty
- Running out
- Error of course corrected
- Stepping back
- Refusal
- Circling

- Loss of balance of the rider
- The rider makes the horse uncomfortable,
banging with the leg, etc.
- The rider sits down heavily

In the difficulty
- Each foot move
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Obstacle N˚:
Name of the Judge:
Rider n°
Effectiveness
Correct
1 fault
2 faults
3 faults
Style
Very good
Good
Quite good
Average
Mediocre
Bad

7
4
1
0
Total E
+3
+2
+1
0
-1
-2
Total S

Penalties
Over the allocated 15
seconds
Flapping stirrup(s)
Brutality
Dangerous riding
Foot outside
Fall of rider and/or
horse

- 1 / second
-1
-5
-5
0
Stop the rider
note 0 on the
PTV

Total P
E+T+P=
Observations
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